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Abstract
Intel recently released the first commercial server-grade per-
sistent memory (PM), Optane DC Persistent Memory. PM
bridges the long-standing gap between volatile and non-
volatile storage devices, as its byte-addressability and non-
volatility allow it to be used partly as storage and memory
simultaneously. One downside of conventional memoryman-
agement design is that such distinction needs to be made at
boot time or explicitly set through a user-level program. This
limits the flexibility offered by the device, as data persistence
requirements vary over time.

To address this issue, we propose PMShifter, which trans-
parently and dynamically configures PM between memory
and storage. To enable this flexible configuration, PMShifter
also targets inefficient memory compaction, page migration
and PM-oblivious NUMA policies. We evaluate PMShifter on
micro-benchmarks and real-life workloads, showing up to
12.3× improved page migration throughput, faster retrieval
of up to 12.77× more large physically contiguous memory
segments during compaction, while running Redis displayed
64% reduced tail latency and 2.09× improved throughput.

CCS Concepts
• Information systems→ Phase change memory; • Soft-
ware and its engineering →Memory management.
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1 Introduction
Intel recently released the first commercially available server-
grade persistent memory, named Optane DC Persistent Mem-
ory [7], allowing researchers to investigate its practical de-
sign challenges. Studies have shown that Optane is up to 8×
larger compared to DRAM, while having 2× higher latency
and up to 7× lower bandwidth [28].

PM can be subdivided to main memory and direct access
(DAX) storage chunks, maximizing its utilization by differ-
ent type of workloads. Leveraging this feature is essential
in data centers, where applications vary substantially [9]
between DAX-intensive and memory-bound applications.
Since memory accounts for approximately 40% of modern
server costs [1], it is crucial to not only leverage any idle
PM DAX segments as memory, but also to actualize it in a
performant manner.
Previous work on hybrid memory systems has focused

mostly on the efficient placement of pages in the right device
[3, 4, 11, 14, 17, 19, 23, 27]. However, there is a lack of work on
how and when to partition a dual-mode device like PM, and
the associated costs. Since memory requirements change
over time, there is no ideal configuration for PM. When
the system is under memory pressure, leveraging on the fly
idle DAX segments as memory could substantially reduce
operational costs. We introduce the term shift to describe
this online transition of a DAX PM segment to memory and
vice versa.

Efficiently addressing PM partitioning is burdensome, due
to substantial design challenges. First, the distinction has to
be made either at boot time [8] or by explicitly using user-
level programs during runtime[10]; both are impracticable
in data centers, where interactions and restarts should be
minimized.
Second, conventional memory management lacks sup-

port for PM as part of the main memory. These issues are
relatedmainly to pagemigration, memory fragmentation and
NUMA page placement, all of which are interconnected. Fast
page migration and memory fragmentation have a cyclic de-
pendency, since randomlymigrating a page to another device
can exacerbate memory fragmentation, while a fragmented
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memory can reduce page migration throughput. In addition,
page migration goes through the memory allocation critical
path, affecting both the system and page migration perfor-
mance. Last, as recent work has shown [13], modern OS lack
support for accurate NUMA page placement in hybrid mem-
ory systems. They are built upon the erroneous assumption
that memories’ attributes, such as latency and bandwidth,
are similar.

We introduce PMShifter, the first practical work that en-
ables online, transparent PM shifting. When under memory
pressure, PMShifter utilizes unused DAX segments to extend
themainmemory, allowing to fully utilize the available space.
We identify and propose fixes for the associated pathologies
in the memory subsystem, optimizing both PM shifting and
the overall performance of hybrid memory systems.
PMShifter consists of 2 main components, the Shifter

and the Migrator, while introducing minimal modifications
on NUMA PM page handling. The Shifter is responsible for
memory pressure monitoring and shifting PM segments, em-
ploying an adjusted version of the Exponential Moving Aver-
age [26]. TheMigrator enables faster page migration through
its combined compaction and page migration scheme, while
avoiding the memory allocator to alleviate increasing the
pressure in the central allocation point.
At the same time, PMShifter makes lightweight changes

to the existing DRAM memory compaction mechanism to
address both the fragmentation and high compaction failure
rates issues. PMShifter uses a slightly modified version for
PM, as a collaborative method to allow fast, non-intrusive dy-
namic PM shifting from memory to DAX. Finally, PMShifter
introduces simple changes to the NUMA logic to avoid the
related performance issues.

2 Background
This section focuses on the Linux memory management
background related to hybrid memory systems.

2.1 Memory Hotplug in Linux
Memory hotplug is a feature in Linux that allows increasing
or decreasing the total amount of physical memory the sys-
tem sees while it is running. Adding and removing pages is
called online and offline, respectively, and offlined pages are
invisible to the system, thus cannot be used.
In order to offline an allocated page, a new page has to

be allocated and then populated with the contents of the
old page. Then, the virtual-to-physical mapping has to be
updated and the corresponding TLB entries invalidated. The
last step is to update the page’s metadata to reflect the offline
status. This process is extremely costly, stalling the system
and workloads that use offlined pages. Contrarily, offlining
a free page involves only updating the metadata.

Figure 1: Compaction routine and target memory state

2.2 Memory Fragmentation
Memory fragmentation is considered a major memory man-
agement issue[24], with our measurements showing that
a fragmented memory can increase allocation latency by
up to 2.6×. To alleviate this problem Linux uses a memory
compactor to defragment the memory. The compactor uses
two scanners, termed migrate and free. The former scans for
allocated pages from the left-most end of the memory (mi-
grate area), while the latter browses for free pages, starting
from the right-end (free area). The process of compaction
(Figure 1) is the following: (i) The migrate scanner looks for
a suitable pageblock (2 MB block) to migrate pages from.
(ii) The free scanner tries to find one or more pageblocks
that can accommodate the pages to be migrated from the
previous step. (iii) The pageblocks’ contents from step (i)
are migrated to pageblocks from step (ii).

This process continues until the two scanners converge or
the compactor determines that the cost of compaction will
exceed a certain limit. In addition, during the first 2 steps,
the allocated and free pages are held in two lists, termed
migrate list and free list, respectively. While pages are in
these lists, they are considered invisible to the rest of the
system and cannot be utilized. Linux v5.9 introduced peri-
odic compaction, as an effort to prevent extreme memory
fragmentation.

2.3 Hot/cold pages in the kernel
When the demands exceed the memory capacity, the kernel
resorts to swapping out cold pages. Linux identifies cold
pages by maintaining two lists termed active and inactive,
that hold hot and cold pages, respectively.

2.4 NUMA Policies
In a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) system, each
node consists of a CPU with one or more memory nodes.
The CPUs can access these local memory nodes faster than
the remote nodes. We use the terms NUMA memory node
and memory node interchangeably in the rest of the paper.
Allocation and Page Migration The OS sorts the NUMA
memory nodes based on the NUMA topology, and uses that
ordering during allocation or page migration to choose the
closest target.
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Automatic NUMA Balancing. The goal is to minimize or
eliminate inter-NUMA accesses from processes. To accom-
plish that the kernel periodically tries to bring pages within
the same node the processes are running to. This feature is
known as automatic NUMA balancing [6],

3 Motivation
This section contains the related shortcomings we identified
in Linux memory management. We show how compaction
in Linux fails to address the fragmentation issue and limits
its performance. In addition, we demonstrate how NUMA al-
location and migration policies lead to easily-avoided perfor-
mance degradation in hybrid DRAM/PM systems. We exhibit
how page migration, a core function in a hybrid memory
system, increases the pressure on the centralized allocation
path and leads to excessive memory fragmentation.

3.1 PM wastage
Statically configuring PM leads to suboptimal use. Under
memory pressure, using unutilized PM DAX regions can
alleviate the pressure and eliminate the need for swapping.
However, simply supporting dynamic shifting is not enough:
we need to minimize shifting frequency, shift as early as
possible, and avoid interfering with workloads’ execution.

3.2 Memory Compaction Pathologies
Prematurely ending the compaction process is a significant
source of overhead. The key reasons for that are: (i) The free
scanner skips 2 MB and 4 MB pageblocks, to avoid breaking
the physical contiguity in these free area pageblocks. This
limits the space where the compacted pages can be moved,
and also creates a mix of allocated and free pages in the
free area, leading to a never-ending cycle of fragmenting
and compacting the memory. (ii) The free scanner skips
pageblocks that cannot accommodate entirely the pages to be
migrated from the first step of compaction. (iii) Pages that are
unavailable (e.g. pinned pages) during a compaction run, are
excluded by both scanners in future subsequent compaction
runs. Last, if the migrate scanner encounters an unmovable
page in a pageblock, it has to release all previously collected
pages from the migration list. This leads to wasted work
and stalls workloads, since the pages in the list cannot be
accessed throughout the entire process.

3.3 Inefficient Page Migration
We identify two main sources of inefficiency in the current
page migration mechanism: First, since the allocator is one
of the most crucial and centralized points in the kernel, fre-
quent page migrations can slow down both the system and
workloads. Second, the allocator always reserves the left-
most regions that fit the memory needs. This adds overhead

to the memory compactor that will move them again to the
rightmost side of the memory. Thus, the number of actual
migrations is doubled, doubling TLB invalidations and other
associated costs.

3.4 Challenges in NUMA policies
NUMA autobalancing is associated with the following major
performance drawbacks: First, it unmaps pages, but cannot
guarantee that page migrations will occur. This leads to un-
necessary overhead, primarily due to page faults caused by
the unmapping. Second, there is no intuition about which
pages to migrate. Ideally, we would want to move hot pages
to local DRAMs.
In addition, NUMA ordering and allocation policies in Linux
fail to recognize the different performance attributes between
DRAM and PM, leading to severe performance degradation.
When Linux tries to migrate a page from a PM node, the
ordering policy will prioritize a remote PM over the remote
DRAM under the same NUMA node, leading to significant
performance degradation.

4 PMShifter: NUMA-aware Dynamic
Persistent Memory

PMShifter’s goal is to fully leverage the available PM capac-
ity by dynamically configuring the PM memory and storage
segments, according to existing memory pressure. We tackle
the aforementioned compaction pathologies by developing
two different compactors (one for each memory device) as
we show that the priorities in the two devices are differ-
ent. PMShifter, combines DRAM compaction and PM page
migration, as an effort to accelerate both operations, avoid
the allocation critical path, and mitigate the fragmentation
problem. In addition, we use a coordinated PM compaction-
shifting scheme to reduce the cost of shifting. In terms of
NUMA management, PMShifter adapts the NUMA mem-
ory ordering that is followed during page migration and
allocation, to limit the performance degradation caused by
erroneous NUMA page placements.

4.1 Migrator
TheMigrator uses a lightweight holistic compaction-migration
mechanism to combat fragmentation and boost both opera-
tions’ performance. It accelerates page migration throughput
and increases total physical contiguity.

4.1.1 Compaction. In an effort to maintain compatibility,
we build the Migrator on top of the 3-step Linux compaction
process, while introducting the following improvements: (i)
We increase the pageblock size from 2MB to 4 MB. This
is the biggest-sized segments that the Linux memory alloca-
tor keeps track of [5]; aiming to keep the biggest segments
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Figure 2: Combined DRAM compaction and page migration from PM in PMShifter

clean, increases the physical contiguous memory available,
reduces the total allocation time due to the increased bigger
segments’ availability, and lowers the demand for synchro-
nous compaction. (ii) We skip pageblocks that contain
unmovable pages. We check this in O(1) since this infor-
mation is provided as a flag field in each pageblock. This
optimization prevents the memory compaction overhead
described at the end of section 3.2. (iii) The free page scan-
ner in PMShifter does not skip empty 2 MB and 4 MB
pageblocks. This allows to efficiently use the whole space
that is available in the free area, without adding any kind
of overhead. (iv) The PM and DRAM scanners do not
keep pageblocks state between compaction runs. As we
described in 3.2, the Linux compactor skips unusable page-
blocks for multiple runs. We empirically found that these
pageblocks are limited in number, while this "unused" status
does not persist between multiple runs.

In terms of which pageblocks to compact, we differentiate
in DRAM and PM. In DRAM, the goal is to end up with the
utmost amount of clean pageblocks. Since we compact a
fixed amount of pageblocks, we prioritize the ones that have
the fewest allocated pages in them, to maximize the number
of clean pageblocks. We check the emptiest pageblocks by
maintaining a bitvector that tracks utilized 4 KB pages in
each pageblock. This is efficient both in terms of speed and
space, since it only reserves 96 MB for a 3 TB memory. Our
goal about PM compaction is different: we want to keep the
leftmost end of the memory clean; the intuition about this
decision will become clear in Section 4.2.

4.1.2 PM Page Migration. PMShifter’s goal is to avoid
migrating pages that would cause memory pressure, setting
a minimum free space that should always be available. We
empirically set this free page threshold to be over 3× the
number of pages to migrate. PMShifter uses the active list to
determine which pages to migrate to DRAM. The advantage
of this is that we avoid extra overhead for hot page tracking,

while using a carefully designed and maintained hotness
tracking mechanism.

4.1.3 Combined Mechanism. The process for the com-
bined migration is as follows: First, we assemble a migration
list containing DRAM pages for compaction and PM pages
for migration. Second,we scan thememory space and gather
free pages in DRAM to accommodate the pages from the mi-
gration list. Finally, we do the actual migration between the
migration and free lists. Figure 2 shows the entire process of
our combined DRAM compaction and PM page migration
mechanism. By combining migration and compaction in the
Migrator, we achieve three things: First, we increase the
rate of migration by batch migrating pages. Yan et al. [27]
displayed that increasing the number of pages under migra-
tion, also increases the migration throughput. Second, we
avoid contributing to the memory fragmentation by directly
migrating pages to the right-most end of the memory. Third,
we avoid the centralized allocation path by using the free
page scanner during compaction to find free target pages.

If there are no PM pages for migration, then we only run
the compaction mechanism. We use a background periodic
kernel thread for this part, migrating up to 400 MB in each
iteration to avoid adding significant overhead.

4.2 Shifter
In this section, we describe what the functionality of the
Shifter and focus on the following 3 important matters: (i)
when should the shifting occur, (ii) how to choose the PM
areas that should undertake the shifting, to minimize the
cost, and (iii) what happens if there is no available PM space
to shift or if there need to increase the available DAX space.

4.2.1 Memory Pressure Classification. The Shifter’s
goal is to accurately predict whether we need to shift mem-
ory according to memory pressure. We do this by adjusting
the Exponential Moving Average [26] formula to measure
the memory pressure at any time:
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𝑀𝑃𝑡 = 𝑎 ∗ 𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑒_𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 + (1 − 𝑎) ∗𝑀𝑃𝑡−1

Where MPt is the memory pressure at time t, free_space de-
notes the total free space in every DRAM-PM pair, and a is
a smoothing factor which is used to remove the noise from
short-term fluctuations.
The Shifter uses a periodic background thread that man-

ages PM shifting and checks every second the existing mem-
ory pressure. If MPt is greater than the given threshold, it
shifts memory until the free available memory is increased by
5×. To prevent fluctuating shifting to both directions (mem-
ory to storage and vice-versa), we use a 5-second interval
in-between different direction shifting. We fine-tune all the
variables to accurately predict the need for shifting.

4.2.2 PM area selection. Choosing the right memory ar-
eas to undertake the memory to storage conversion is crucial
to PMShifter’s performance. The goal here is twofold: (i)
maintain the contiguity, and (ii) minimize the cost. The for-
mer can be achieved by either pruning the start or the end
of the PM address space. The latter dictates our decision of
what to prune: since we want to reduce the cost, we need to
offline and convert a region that probabilistically has fewer
allocated pages. The intuition behind this is the fact that
offlining multiple allocated pages at once is extremely costly
and time consuming, as described in the end of section 2.1.
Trying to keep the leftmost PM memory regions clean

helps us alleviate the cost of offlining allocated pages. This
intuition is what led us to separate the logic between the
DRAM and PM compactors: the former tries to maximize the
total number of clean pageblocks, while the latter prioritizes
keeping the left-most PM area clean. Another benefit is that
we remove page migration from the critical path, avoiding
disrupting workloads’ execution.

Despite keeping clean the leftmost end of the memory, it
might contain some allocated pages. To avoid the cost of of-
flining multiple allocated pages, we first check our bitvector
for each pageblock to offline, and limit this operation to up to
100 MB. We also check if the free space in DRAM is enough
to comfortably accommodate potential allocated pages that
will be offlined. In our prototype, this check is the same as
for page migration, where the amount of free space should
be at least 3× the amount that we want to offline.

4.2.3 Insufficient PM space. When there is an absence of
PM to utilize under memory pressure, PMShifter falls back
to the default case, swapping. When there is need for DAX-
enabled space, and some portion of PM is used as memory,
we just shift and evict the pages. This eviction leads to page
migrations from PM to DRAM or swapping, depending on if
DRAM has enough space to accommodate these pages.

Figure 3: Recovery of 2MBpageblocks for vanilla Linux
and PMShifter.

4.3 NUMA Efficiency
We fix the NUMA pathologies that we described in 3.4 with
the following changes: (i) We disable NUMA autobalancing
for PM, allowing PMShifter to manage which pages should
be migrated and how frequently. This allows PMShifter
to minimize the use of PM only when it is needed, while
keeping the hottest pages in DRAM. (ii) We change the
allocation/page migration ordering to prioritize the DRAMs
over the PMs, for each remote DRAM-PM pair.

5 Evaluation
For our evaluation we use a mix of memory-intensive mi-
crobenchmarks, and real-world applications. The former are
used to isolate and demonstrate how our modifications affect
individual parts of the memory subsystem, while the latter
to show the impact of our changes in real-world situations.

Our evaluation targets to address the following:

• Is Shifter elastic and proactive?
• How fast can our DRAM and PM compactors restore
the physical contiguity, compared to vanilla Linux?

• How does the Migrator perform?
• What is the impact of our NUMA ordering changes?

5.1 Configuration
We performed our experiments in a dual-socket, 24-core per
socket machine. Each socket has 6 memory channels, and
the total amount of memory that we used includes 32 GB
Micron DDR4 DIMM and 256 GB Intel Optane DC Persistent
Memory. We built PMShifter on top of Linux 5.6.19, which
we also use to evaluate our changes. We also modified the
Linux compactor to reflect the changes introduced in v5.9.
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5.2 Fragmentation
We use the modified periodic Linux 5.9 compactor and com-
pare it with PMShifter’s compactors. In a virtual machine
with 12 GBs of memory, we use a kernel-level workload to
severely fragment the memory1, until there are nearly non
2 MB and 4 MB pageblocks available. We track how these
numbers change over the course of 3 minutes to evaluate
how fast each compactor can restore physical contiguity. We
run this experiment for each compactor, each time in a fresh
VM instance, and track the total number of 2 MB pageblocks,
as the sum of 2 MB and 4 MB pageblocks. We track only
these pageblocks, as the biggest contiguous segments that
the Linux memory allocator keeps track of; a large number
of these pageblock being available are a good memory frag-
mentation index. For each compactor we try to compact up
to 200 MB every 5 seconds.

Figure 3 shows how fast the three compactionmechanisms
can increase the total free 2 MB pageblocks. For the first
272 seconds, the default compactor recovered none, while
PMShifter’s compactors start almost immediately restoring
these pageblocks. Regarding the PM compactor, there is a
big plunge starting from second 160, but then it continues
retrieving physically contiguous pageblocks. This is antic-
ipated, since we do not set an upper limit on the regions
that the PM migrate scanner looks for allocated blocks. After
the first three minutes, we notice that the PM compactor
continues recovering more 2 MB segments.

The result is that our DRAM and PM compactors reclaim
up to 12.77× more 2 MB physical contiguous blocks com-
pared to Linux. At the same time, our compactors initiate
this 2 MB clean block retrieval much earlier.

5.3 Combined Page Migration
Wemeasure the efficacy of PMShifter’s combined pagemigra-
tion mechanism by comparing it with a compaction followed
by a migration in vanilla Linux. We vary the size of total
migrated pages between 4 MB and 1.6 GB, half of which are
used for compaction in DRAM and half for migration from
PM, and measure the throughput and number of failed page
migrations. Figure 4 shows the corresponding rates of migra-
tion for each method. The average speedup of our method is
5.88× over the default method.
We also measure the number of failed migrations. In our

case, the number of failed migrated pages is usually zero,
but always less than 0.0083%, while for Linux it is between
41.4% and 49.9%. In PMShifter, a migration can only fail
when there is a rapid change in the page status between
the migrate list assembly and actual migration. For Linux,
this high failure percentage is primarily attributed to the

1We use a VM instead of our machine, because this kernel workload can
potentially corrupt the kernel memory

Figure 4: Migration throughput for combined page mi-
gration in vanilla Linux and PMShifter. Higher is bet-
ter.

Figure 5: Total memory size and allocated memory in
PMShifter: (i) when running connected components in
Galois with a 65M node, 1.8B edges input graph (up),
and (ii) for a microbenchmark with varying memory
allocation/freeing rate (down).

scanners’ early meeting, described in subsection 2.2. At the
same time, PMShifter migrates the pages on the right side
of DRAM, avoiding any fragmentation exacerbation, which
would lead to further future migrations.

5.4 Impact On Real-Life Workloads
We use Galois [15], an object-based parallelization system, to
evaluate the PMShifter’s performance and malleability. We
run the Galois connected components implementation over a
large input graph from Stanford Network Analysis Platform
(SNAP) [18], with 65 million nodes and 1.8 billion edges. This
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Operation Mset Set Get Lpush Rpop
Throughput 2.02x 1.62x 1.92x 2.09x 1.92x
90th latency 0.49x 0.64x 0.59x 0.48x 0.57x
99th latency 0.49x 0.56x 0.48x 0.48x 0.36x
99.9th latency 0.50x 0.64x 0.55x 0.52x 0.39x

Table 1: Redis throughput and latency in PMShifter
compared to vanilla Linux. For throughput higher is
better, for latency lower is better

workload is divided in two phases: (i) reading and preprocess-
ing the graph and (ii) executing the connected components
algorithm. The total system and workload memory required
is approximately 28 GB. We limit the local DRAM to 20 GB.
Upper Figure 5 shows the total amount of used memory

and the total available amount of memory. We derive the
following: First, in the initial stage (5s - 10s), where Galois
is allocating most of the memory, PMShifter detects a rapid
change in the allocation rate, and starts shifting PM stor-
age segments, correctly predicting the amount of memory
needed in the near future. Second, from second 18 till the
end, the total amount of used memory is roughly stabilized;
PMShifter notices that the allocation rate has dropped and
the amount of memory needed is less, so it starts offlining
the pages. Third, after PMShifter shifts back the PM seg-
ments, the total amount of memory and used memory are
close, showing that PMShifter correctly identifies that this
memory is not needed, avoiding wasting PM as memory at
all. We note that the remote DRAM is not used at all, which
is the intended case to avoid any performance degradation.

Next, we use Redis, an in-memory data store, to evaluate
our NUMA modifications. We run redis-benchmark [22]
with a memory consumption of 16 GB, and measure the la-
tency and throughput for 5 different operations: mset, set,
get, lpush, rpop. We fully consume the local DRAM, to en-
sure that it will not receive any pages during the experiment.

We first run redis-server on local PM, populate the server
with the key values, offline the local PM node, and then run
the Redis operations. Offlining the node forces the OS to
migrate the allocated pages to the next memory node ac-
cording to the policy. Since the local DRAM is full, the pages
are migrated to remote PM in Linux, and remote DRAM
in PMShifter. Table 1 contains Redis’ throughput, and 90th,
99th, and 99.9th latency PMShifter compared to vanilla Linux,
showing that PMShifter can offer up to 2.09x better through-
put with approximately 50% reduction across all latencies.

5.5 Hybrid Memory Shifting Elasticity
We test PMShifter’s elasticity with a microbenchmark that
uses different allocation and freeing rates. Lower Figure 5
shows the corresponding total allocated and total size of
memory. We notice that PMShifter responds accordingly to

any allocation rate and absence of total free memory, while
it avoids withholding unnecessary PM memory segments.
We repeat this for a fixed allocation/freeing rate and observe
similar elasticity, but omit the results due to space limitation.

6 Related Work
Dynamic Memory Storage Division. A dynamic distinc-
tion between memory and storage has been briefly discussed
in the past by Song et al. [25], where PM was split between
storage and a dynamically configured part. However, it does
not take into account associated memory management issues
and misses a prototype.
Compaction. Illuminator [21] modifies the memory alloca-
tor to avoid polluted pageblocks, containing both movable
and unmovable pages. Ingens [16] uses the default memory
compactor periodically. MEGA [20] compacts pageblocks
based on their fullness and age of virtual-to-physical map-
pings. These solutions are orthogonal or complementary to
PMShifter’s compactors.
Identifying Hot Pages. Yan et al. [27] use the active and
inactive lists to identify hot and cold pages. HeteroOS [11]
and Ingens [16] use the kernel’s idle page tracking feature
[12], which is associated with frequent TLB invalidations.
Ingens uses the EMA for past accesses to ameliorate this
cost.

Thermostat [2] also uses the idle page tracking feature, but
limits the overhead by using classification to predict which
pages are accessed frequently.

7 Conclusion
This paper proposes PMShifter, the first complete work on
dynamic PM configuration. Our evaluation shows that PMShifter
adapts well to the memory needs of the system, working
proactively and avoiding interfering with workloads’ and
the system’s normal execution. PMShifter also increases the
page migration throughput, both within and across different
memory nodes, and fixes PM-unaware migration policies.
Last, it improves compaction, both in terms of speed and
total amount of physical contiguity restored.
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